AP	
  Physics	
  –	
  Gravity
Sir Isaac Newton is credited with the discovery of gravity. Now, of course we know that he didn’t
really discover the thing – let’s face it, people knew about gravity for as long as there have been
people. Gravity didn’t have to be discovered for crying out loud! Your basic tiny little toddler
figures it out in the first few months of life. So what is the big deal with Newton and gravity?
Well, what Newton did was to describe gravity, extend its effects from the surface of the earth
(which everyone understood) out into space to explain the behavior of the planets (which nobody
suspected), and to formulate a mathematical law that accurately described the force of gravity
between objects with mass.
Perhaps the greatest success of his theory of gravity was to successfully explain the motion of the
heavens – planets, moons, &tc.

Newton’s theory is very simple. Gravity is a force of attraction between any two objects that have
mass. Two objects sitting on a desktop attract each other with a force that we call gravity. They
don’t go flying together because gravity is a very weak force and is only significant when one or the
other of the masses is enormous – planet size. This is why we aren’t attracted to objects that we
pass on our daily wanderings.
The size of the force of gravity is given by this equation:
Newton’s law of gravity
G is the universal gravitational constant.
m1 is the mass of one of the bodies and m2 is the mass of the other body.
r is the distance between the two bodies.
The value of G is the same everywhere throughout the universe.
On the old AP Physics Test the equation is written as:
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Newton’s law of gravity is an inverse-square Law. This means that the force of gravity gets
smaller or larger by the square of the distance. The force is directly proportional to the masses, so
if the mass of one of the objects doubles, the force of gravity would double. But if the distance
doubled, the force of gravity would decrease by a factor of four. That’s because it decreases by the
square of the distance. Inverse-square laws are very common in physics. We’ll see more of them in
our explorations.
To give the particulars of the theory:
Universal Law of Gravitation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gravitational force is a field force between two particles -- in all mediums.
Force varies as the inverse square of the distance
Force is proportional to mass of objects.
The gravity force acts from the center of the two objects.
The gravitational force is always attractive.
The gravitational force cannot be shielded or canceled.

Solving gravity problems is quite simple. Let’s do one.
•

A girl, Brandy (42.5 kg), sits 1.50 m from a boy (63.0 kg), George. What is the force of gravity
between them? (This will tell us how attracted they are to each other.)

You can see that this is a tiny force, one so small that Brandy will never,
the Physics Kahuna is sure, notice its presence. George must generate
some other attractive force if there is to be a relationship between the two
of them.
One useful application of Newton’s law of gravity was to weigh Earth – this allowed physicists to
make an accurate determination of the earth’s mass. Let’s do that.
•

Find the mass of the earth. re = 6.38 x 106 m. We will use a 10.0 kg mass in our solution (not
that it matters), the other mass will be that of the earth.
This is the force of gravity using Newton’s law. But we know that the
force of gravity must also equal F = mg, so we set them equal to one
another:
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The mass of the object cancels out:
Solve for the mass of the earth

Center of Gravity: A stone resting on the ground is acted upon by gravity.

In fact, every
atom within the rock is attracted to the earth. The sum of all these forces is the thing that we call
weight. Wouldn’t it be a real pain to have to add up every single vector for every single atom in an
object in order to find out what it weighed? Well fortunately, we don’t have to do that. Nature sort
of does it for us. Basically the vectors all add together to give us one big vector, the weight vector,
which is directed down and which acts at a point where all the weight appears to be concentrated.
This point is called the center of gravity.
For an object like a uniform sphere, the center of gravity, or CG, is located at its geometric center.
Irregular objects, like, say, your average baseball bat would have their CG located closer to the fat
end of the bat rather than the center.
The dot represents the CG of the objects in the drawings below:

The weight of these objects, e.g., the vector we call weight, is applied at the CG.
When a ball is thrown in the air, it follows a parabolic path. Actually, what follows this parabolic
path is the CG of the ball.
This is also true for irregular
objects that are thrown. If you
throw a crescent wrench so that it
spins when you release it, it
seems to follow a very erratic
path. Its CG, however, traces out
a nice smooth parabola.
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All irregular objects rotate about their CG when thrown.
Let’s do some more gravity problems.
•

You weigh 567 N on earth. How much would you weigh on Mars?

First we must calculate the mass by using the weight on earth:

Now we need only find the force of gravity between our person and Mars. For the distance we use
the radius of Mars, since the person is on the surface of Mars and the force of gravity acts at the
center of the planet.

•

What is the acceleration of gravity on Venus?

We know:

and

The acceleration on Venus would be slightly smaller than the acceleration on earth.
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AP Question:

We’re revisiting one we already looked over, but this time we can analyze it on

Mars.
•

The Sojourner rover vehicle was used to explore the surface of
Mars as part of the Pathfinder mission in 1997. Use the data in the
tables below to answer the questions that follow.

Sojourner Data
Mass of Sojourner vehicle:
Wheel diameter:
Stored energy available:
Power required for driving under average conditions:
Land speed:

11.5kg
0.13 m
5.4 x l05 J
10 W
6.7 x 10-3 m/s

Mars Data
Radius:
Mass:

0.53 x Earth's radius
0.11 x Earth's mass

(a) Determine the acceleration due to gravity at the surface of Mars in terms of g, the acceleration
due to gravity at the surface of Earth.
Force and mass are directly proportional to each other. Force is inversely proportional to the radius
squared.
We set up the proportions for g, the acceleration of gravity on earth.

(b) Calculate Sojourner's weight on the surface of Mars.
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(c) Assume that when leaving the Pathfinder spacecraft Sojourner rolls down a ramp inclined at
20° to the horizontal. The ramp must be lightweight but strong enough to support Sojourner.
Calculate the minimum normal force that must be supplied by the ramp.
1. Draw a FBD:

(d) What is the net force on Sojourner as it travels
across the Martian surface at constant velocity?
Justify your answer.
Zero. If it is traveling at constant velocity in the x
direction then there is no acceleration and no net
force. . The force of gravity is cancelled by the normal force resulting in no motion in the y
direction.
(e) Determine the maximum distance that Sojourner can travel on a horizontal Martian surface
using its stored energy.

(f). Suppose that 0.010% of the power for driving is expended against atmospheric drag as
Sojourner travels on the Martian surface. Calculate the magnitude of the drag force.
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